Norwich Diocesan Association of Ringers
Standing Committee Meeting
Location: The Rectory, Lyng
7th April 2022
Present
Paul Cubitt – President
Richard Turk – Ringing Master
Richard Carter – Peal Secretary
Katie Wright – Safeguarding Officer
Tom Davis – Northern Branch
Peter Jackson – Western Branch
Mark Hibbard – invited following the Vision150 meetings
Joined via Zoom: Martin Farrimond – Webmaster, Judy Farrimond – Eastern Branch
Apologies for Absence: Nikki Thomas, Steve Day

1.
Paul Cubitt welcomed everyone to the meeting and reminded the meeting that the purpose
was to bring forward two items from the last meeting that needed completing before the upcoming
AGM.
2.

Discussion about the updated strapline and purpose of the Association.

MH reminded us that fewer words were better. Much of the discussion revolved around trying to
make sure the members of the Association would feel included, ie. do we describe our coverage in
terms of the Diocese of Norwich (technically correct), Norfolk and Waveney (the terminology the
diocese now tends to use, although that includes the parts of Norfolk that are in Ely Diocese), just
Norfolk (which is simple but includes those Ely parishes and excludes those parishes in Suffolk).
Result of strapline discussion: ‘Supporting bellringing in Norfolk’
Result of discussion on purpose:
‘The Norwich Diocesan Association of Ringers supports and promotes bellringing within Norfolk and
Waveney for the traditional purposes of:




Calling people to church, supporting the celebration of life events, and marking church
festivals and seasons;
Marking civic occasions and events of national importance;
Enjoying a challenging, healthy and sociable recreation.’

It was felt that this wording was broad enough to encompass all that we do. No rule change is
necessary to update the wording of our purpose. The meeting felt it would be good to get this
strapline and the reworded purpose as visible as possible: perhaps buy some collapsible banners
with it on to be used at AGM and, later, the Diocesan Celebration of Ringing for example.

3.

AGM Format

RT reminded the meeting that he had previously been tasked with booking the AGM and informed
the meeting of the current booked arrangements. The meeting felt that the service should be a short
one focussed on celebrating a return to ringing, and PC and RT would take this forward. The meeting
requested that the two afternoon tower bookings be switched. RT to action. RC suggested the
format be reimagined, and volunteered to run ‘foundation skills-building sessions’ similar to those
that he runs at the MRDC. He also suggested making the Association’s e-bells available at Reepham.
PC asked MH to present a review of Vision150 for 10 minutes as an agenda item at the AGM, to
focus on the process, the fact that standing committee has accepted recommendations and to ask
people to come forward to support and help. PJ asked that election of new members be on the
agenda: previously this was done at branch level, but with branches not operating meetings we
needed to make this possible at Association level. On the agenda this was to be followed by
election/acknowledgement of life members. Then the election of officers, meaning more people can
potentially vote. RC raised question about whether officer nominations could be received from the
floor at the AGM now, rather than in writing before the meeting. KW responded that she thought
this was a change made to the rules in the past, but best to check with Nikki. MH noted that AOB is
an excellent opportunity for engagement from members. It was agreed to rename it ‘Questions
From Members.’
4.

Date of next meeting and matters to be carried forward

MH reminded the meeting that there were other things carried forward from the previous meeting
that needed addressing ahead of the AGM. He also noted that there was the matter of terms of
reference for the training and development team: it was felt that this needed more attention than
there was time for at the present meeting and should be covered at the next. Another meeting was
therefore set for Thursday 21st April, 7pm, at the Rectory in Dereham.

Actions:

Person/People

Put together service for AGM

PC & RT

AGM tower bookings altered

RT

Arrange Foundation Skills-building Sessions (towers, volunteers, participants)

RT, RC, NT

Arrange for e-bells at Reepham

RC & RT

Review Vision150 at AGM

MH

Add new items to agenda and reorder as agreed

NT

Post notice of the AGM on Association facebook pages and mailing lists

RT

Create AGM page on website and add details and links to papers as produced

MF

Check rules on election of officers

RT & NT

Produce publicity signage with new strapline and reworded purpose

RT, NT, RC

